Distribution of moderately repetitive sequences pTR5 and LF1 in Xq24-q28 human DNA and their use in assembling YAC contigs.
Xq24-q28 DNA, from a hamster/human hybrid cell containing only that portion of the human X chromosome, was found to contain 56 TaqI restriction fragments that hybridized to the moderately repetitive sequence pTR5. Using the pTR5 sequence as a probe in colony hybridization, 136 cognate yeast artificial chromosome (YAC) clones were detected among a collection of 820 containing about three genomic equivalents of the Xq24-q28 DNA. The YACs were then grouped into 48 contigs and single clones containing one or more of the TaqI fragments. Overlaps were confirmed both by fingerprinting YACs with AluI and L1 probes and by additional information. A less complete analysis was also carried out with a second moderately repetitive sequence, LF1, and some smaller contigs were merged into larger ones. Moderately repetitive sequences can thus be used as probes for multiple loci in single hybridization experiments and can help to organize and confirm YAC overlaps during the development of maps with long-range contiguity.